GOOGLE IS BUILDING CARS IN ORDER TO GET OBAMA
DOT AND DOE HAND-OUTS AND EXPLOIT GOOGLE’S
CRONY LITHIUM ION HAND-OUTS
Another Google Screw-Up: Google Spy Cars are crashing and getting hacked
Google thinks it is brilliant. It wants to trap you inside of billboards, disguised as cars, while mood
manipulating, programming and adver-flooding you as you are trapped in the Google mobile spy box
on wheels.
Google will make money off of this by selling all of your privacy to the CIA, NSA and Walmart via
their delightul “Connected Car”. Google will also make money by exploiting the lithium from war-torn
Afghanistan, which Google investors own a monopoly in. Don't be Evil? Not so much.
How's that working out? Not so well:

Dramatic Video Captures Driverless Car Doing Doughnuts
On Busy Residential Street
Filed Under: Caught On Video, Doing Doughtnuts, Moreno Valley, Reverse, Trending, Video, Viral
Video
SEE THE VIDEO: http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2016/01/12/dramatic-video-captures-driverless-cardoing-doughnuts-on-busy-residential-street/

MORENO VALLEY (CBSLA.com) — Dramatic video captured an unmanned car doing doughnuts
in reverse in Moreno Valley.
“I’ve lived out here a long time and I’ve seen a lot but I’ve never seen anything like this before,” said
Tommy Anderson, a Moreno Valley resident.
Anderson caught the incident on tape.
He says moments before he pressed record, however, a man was on top of the car in a desperate attempt
to stop it.
“To turn the corner and see a guy just hanging on belly first on the roof and spinning around, I didn’t
know what to think. It was unreal,” he said.
The incident happened right in front of apartment homes and in a busy street.
Police had to close down Frederick Street in both directions to put a spike strip down and get the car
under control.
“I was actually pretty worried about the officers. They were getting pretty close to the car and, who
knows, it’s a driverless car, you never know which direction that thing may go,” Anderson said.
Police say no one was hurt and the car’s owner eventually had it towed away.
The driver apparently didn’t know why this happened with his Honda Accord but told police it was
likely a mechanical error.
But Anderson says everyone was just in awe. He posted the three-minute clip to Facebook.
“Last time I checked, over 16,000 views, 400 likes, and 300 shares,” he said. “It was crazy.”

Google reveals self-driving car slip-ups
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San Francisco (AFP) - Google on Tuesday said that while its self-driving cars have safely driven more
than a million miles, there have been times when humans have had to take over to avoid crashing.
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System "anomalies" caused drivers to take the wheel 272 times in California test cars in the 14 months
leading up to December, Google said in a report to the California Department of Motor Vehicles.
The test period saw cars travel more than 420,000 miles (676,000 kilometers) across the state.

There were an additional 69 occasions when drivers seized control from automated systems based on
their own judgment calls, according to the report.
The most common cause for intervention occurred when technology did not properly sense a real-world
situation, the report indicated.
- 'Trend looks good' Google then plays out these situations on a simulator to reveal whether the vehicle would have hit
something had the human not taken control, according to Chris Urmson, head of the Internet giant's
self-driving car team.
Simulations determined that 13 of the 69 "driver-initiated disengagements" would have resulted in
crashes if the car had been steering, the report indicated.
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Google's Chris Urmson (R) shows a Google self-driving car to U.S. Transportation Secretary Antho …
Two of the incidents involved traffic cones and three were blamed on reckless driving by someone in
another vehicle.
Eight of the near-misses took place over the 53,000 miles traveled in California in 2014, while only
five happened as the cars logged a hefty 370,000 miles during the 2015 part of the trial, according to
Urmson.
"This trend looks good," he said.
Urmson cautioned, however, that the number could actually rise as Google self-driving cars are tested
in trickier environments such as dangerous weather or traffic.
"On our test track, we run tests that are designed to give us extra practice with rare or wacky
situations," Urmson said.
Engineers also use a powerful simulator to generate scenarios and variations on circumstances.
"Thanks to all this testing, we can develop measurable confidence in our abilities in various
environments," Urmson said.
"This stands in contrast to the hazy variability we accept in experienced human drivers -- never mind

the 16-year-olds we send onto the streets to learn amidst the rest of us."
Urmson was not ready to declare self-driving cars safer than those controlled by humans, but believed
Google was making progress toward getting them to market.
- Drivers still needed California Department of Motor Vehicles officials last month proposed self-driving car regulations that
would mandate that a person be able to take the wheel if needed.
California has the potential to set precedent with its rules for self-driving cars, and the proposed
regulations were seen as sure to slow down the technology's progression as it heads mainstream.
"DMV got it exactly right and is putting our safety first," said John Simpson, director of nonprofit
Consumer Watchdog Privacy Project.
"How can Google propose a car with no steering wheel, brakes or driver when its own tests" show so
many failures, he added.
Overall Google's self-driving vehicles have logged more than 1.3 million miles (2 million kilometers),
the company said.

Google's self-driving cars have been in 11 accidents ...
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May 11, 2015 · The viability of self-driving cars will likely be debated and scoffed at for a long time,
but at least we know they’re not distracted by their cellphones ...
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Why You Shouldn't Be Too Quick to Cheer Self-Driving Cars
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10 Jan 2013 ... To be sure, self-driving consumer cars will initially be prohibitively ... The governor
dismissed the question as being stupid and simple. "I don't ...
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This Is How Bad Self-Driving Cars Suck In The Rain - Jalopnik
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Hyundai recently held its Future Automobile Technology Competition in South Korea, pitting 12 teams
against each other to see which autonomous tech comes out on top.
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Self-Driving Cars Are Already Getting Into Accidents …
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The concept of self-driving cars heralding an era of safer transportation only works if the cars can drive
better than people. Now, none of these accidents were ...
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Why self-driving cars won't be a mass reality anytime soon - CNET
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28 May 2014 ... Commentary: As Google reveals its latest self-driving car, a bold ... the roads they
drive on still seem pretty dumb, which means the cars still ...
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